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Institution Distinctiveness 2019-20

The policies and activities of the institution are direct towards nurturing of a learners and
transforming them into a successful personality. Several committees like the women cell, Nature
Club, Extension, N.S.S. and the student’s council focus empowerment of Women . . The girls
are sensitize and made aware of their inner strength through a number of programmes. Events
like gender sensitivition, Women Education ,empowerment and human rights are regularly
organised . Seminars has been the strength of college enlightening the girls about women’s
issues like domestic violence, dowry, female foeticides and exposed them to a positive world.
This has asserted in transforming the thought process of our young girls. The NSS and DLLE
activities skits on Stop Female feoticide , Promotion of Girls education, Safety and security at
workplace are highly appreciated at the event. An attractive feature of the institute for years
together is the celebration of International Women’s day on 8th March .Two Staff members Ms
Nasreen Kolhar and Mrs Sheetal Mokashi were felicitated for their extraordinary achievements
and work on this day. The girls are pushed towards exploring their talents through events
arranged by WDC, Cultural committee, NSS,DLLE and other Committees ,forums and
Dept.DLLE has a project on Status of women in society.Surveys are conducted every year and
anlaysis is forwarded to UOM for better policy making. . Com.& Magnt dept organize events
for girls converting them into an entrepreneurship which pays for their talents and provides them
realization of their existence and helps them believe in themselves. Financial independence thus
transforms the personality of the girl students small activities like flower making, cloth bags ,
fetches a small pocket which is the beginning of a new confidence in them. The events like
cooking competition motivates them to prepare eatables . This is the new beginning for them.
Various competitions and awareness programmes mentioned above are the inborn culture of the
institute.

The training and placement department has made endless efforts in past years which have
brought the institution on a celebrated map of the University. The 100 hours skill development
programmes initiated by the Government of India have been successfully completed in the year
which were the CSR activity of the corporate world dually sponsored by the corporate sector.
Intensive training is provided during internship for job readiness in future and renowned resource
persons groom the students by their expert advice on frequent occasions. Guidance for sectors
like Aviation IT industry, guidance for competitive exams like UPSC, MPSC, IBPS have
provided a new dawn into the lives of students with humble back ground.
The institute understands the need of the digital age and is imparting certification program .
Internship students a new platform. All this ended into placement in respectable jobs in
companies .The field visits by departments provide practical training to the students which they
have only imagined during their drive in curriculum. The Extension committee and the NSS
together have conducted awareness and sensitivity towards society and programme like visit to
orphanage and old age home, donation for the blind and article distribution to the under
privileged have created an awakening amongst students towards the society and nation. Thus,
keeping the values intact a new generation of sensitized girls is ready in the institution every year
who besides curriculum take the challenges of so many activities which in turn makes them selfreliant, empowered, independent and a confident generation to face the further challenges of life.

